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Cedacri is a 
financial services 

outsourcer 
mainly to the 

banking sector.  

To manage over 
70 banks in full 

outsourcing and 
in facilities, the 

IBM zOS system 
has a power of 

about fifty 
thousand MIPS. 

Consequently, 
cost control and 

monitoring of 
service levels is 

constant. 

 

A.D.C.W. Cedacri 

http://www.cedacri.it 

Cedacri is an integrated IT service provider for banks, financial institutions and insurance companies. It manages the 
third core banking IT platform in Italy.  Cedacri has over 100 customers.  The Cedacri Group has been a market 
leader for over 40 years in the development of outsourcing solutions for Banks and Financial Institutions. Cedacri 
provides a complete and integrated range of services: Full Outsourcing, Facility Management, Solutions and Services 
for Anti-Money Laundering and Supervisory Reporting, Software Solutions and System Integration, Business Process 
Outsourcing and Document Management.The Cedacri Group is a strong reality of 1,600 employees, distributed 
among the 6 Italian offices of Collecchio (Parma), Castellazzo Bormida (Alessandria), Bari, Brescia, Assago (Milan) 
and Buccinasco (Milan), in addition to the Chisinau headquarters in Moldava. With over 50 million transactions 
handled daily, 33,000 users of the information system, 7,500 servers, IBM mainframes, Cedacri's Data Centers rank 
among the top Italian centers. The IBM z OS system has a power of about fifty thousand MIPS, consequently 
monitoring of service levels is constant.  For more details on the company visit http://www.cedacri.it 
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SMF record type 110 - CICS® Transaction Account for z/OS®  reports 

•  383 (TYPE-C, 'WBSVCENM', 32 BYTES) 

• For web service applications, the name of the WEBSERVICE resource definition that 
was used to process this task. 

• 384 (TYPE-C, 'WBSVOPNM', 64 BYTES) 

• For web service applications, the first 64 bytes of the web service operation name. 

so it is possible to analyze the performance of the various 
components 

 

The applications 
historically 

developed on 
mainframe, have 

been and are 
progressively re-
engineered for a 

due 
modernization. 

Implementing 
CICS webservices 
it is necessary to 

constantly 
monitor the 

performance 
and anomalies 

of each object. In 
legacy business 

applications, 
reporting was 

based on 
transactions 

A.D.C.W. Need &Target  

In the continuous process of modernization and evolution of the information system dedicated to the 
banking sector, the software evolves as a service. Mainframe applications are and have been 
progressively re-engineered implementing CICS webservices. In this context it is important to monitor 
the various objects.The record type 110 of the SMF reports the details of the webservices that allow the  
control of service levels. 
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Table 1 EPV for z/OS 
provides you the 

number of cics 
transaction 

abend. With 
throughput view, 

system 
administrators 

verify the impact 
and check the 
effects of the 

changes. 

A.D.C.W. Data review - EPV 
When anomalies occur, the control room and the second level  perform the workaround necessary to 
solve the anomaly. Subsequent analyzes also verify compliance with the service level agreement. In the 
EPV for z OS throughput view, we check the number of cics transaction abend.  July 13 reports the 
anomalous CICS transactions of sid SY8 . 
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DAILY ERRORS CICS - LPAR HSY8 Month 7/2020 Top 10 cics webservice errors by day This  report 
finds the  

percent-day 
anomalies for 

each applid-
webservices.  

A.D.C.W. Data review 

In this slide the result of the CICS daily errors report referring to the month of July 2020 for the LPAR 
SY8. On 13 July Key Performance Indicator value was lower than target for CICS web service ANWSW226 
- APPLID CXP5WB01 and CXP5WB02. This is the condition to continue further investigation 
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Errors by minute smfmnprn : CXP5WB01 , wbsvcenm_383:ANWSW226, 13 July 2020 Frequency 
report. 

Further 
investigation  

for 
ANWSW226-

CXP5WB01 
show 1 minute 

intervals with 
high number of 

errors. The 
frequency of 

these intervals 
is low.  

A.D.C.W. Data review  

Eg There are 36 errors in a single 1 minute interval 

90 percent of the intervals count the maximum 3 errors  

records  # : 10606 errors   #  : 911 ( 8.59%) Most 1 minute intervals detect values <10 

The error rate per minute of the CXP5WB01 applid for the ANWSW226 web server on July 13, shows intervals with high numbers 
of anomalies and low frequencies. Here we deduce that some time intervals recorded an unusual concentration of anomalies. The 
violin chart also visually shows a density distribution of error intervals between 0 and 9. Manually with appropriate queries on the 
epv110 table you can find the points of failure. Through simple known algorithms we tried to eliminate these analysis activities. 
In summary, the analyzes are made when errors are present at the applid level, usually displayed with the epv z OS views. Then 
you zoom by applid day to check the individual web services. Further investigations are carried out to have the perception of the 
disservice generated. At this point a more sophisticated analysis is triggered, as described below. 
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Since there are 
many webservices in 

this lpar, more 
specialized software 
has been developed. 

This algorithm 
highlights borderline 

situations without 
condition.  We use 

two different models 
to check the 

consistency of the 
results.  

Taking epv110 
transaction account 

as input we search 
for anomalous 

intervals by grouping 
the abend code, with 
two methods: GESD 

and k-MEANS 

A.D.C.W. – automation process 

To automate the process of detecting 
significant anomalies, a scripting has been 
developed. The logic involves extracting the 
anomalous intervals by taking epv110 
transaction account table as input. Two 
different outliers detection techniques were 
used. GESD and k-means clustering. This 
algorithm highlights borderline situations 
without condition. There are several anomaly 
detection techniques, but first of all it is 
important to define what is meant by anomaly.  
An anomaly in this context, to be such, must 
rarely occur. What occurs recurrently cannot 
be called anomalous and could be traced back 
to a rule. The deviation from normality must be 
significant. Deviations that are not appreciable 
they don't deserve to be considered. The most 
classic method is that of clustering. Starting 
from the analysis of the dataset, it allows you 
to select and group in subsets the 
homogeneous elements present within it. 
Cluster analysis allows the elements that have 
the greatest degree of similarity to be placed in 
the same set and to separate those who have 
the greatest level of difference.  GESD is an 
established methodology for identifying one or 
more outliers in a dataset following a normal 
distribution. GESD works with the aim of 
extracting the normal trend over time from the 
dataset. The algorithms used are unsupervised, 
because the executions that can have an 
anomalous outcome are absolutely variable 
data. It is important to emphasize that instant 
answers should not be expected from the 
analysis of the data in real time. The anomalies 
become evident over time. It is then necessary 
to study the anomaly as a whole and verify the 
impact. The complete automation of the 
anomaly detection process is complex. How 
implemented is was done to help speed up 
manual verification analysis. 
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Grubbs test for outliers. The test is based on the difference 
of the mean of the sample and the most extreme data 
considering the standard. The test can detect one outlier at 
a time with different probabilities.  

 

GESD Generalized Extreme Studentized Deviation  – A  
Technique for dealing with Multiple Outliers. the 
generalized ESD is essentially Grubbs test applied 
sequentially, with some optimizations. 

 

A.D.C.W. – automation process  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grubbs%27s_test_for_outliers 

The first model uses GESD Generalized Extreme Studentized Deviation, a technique for handling multiple 
outliers. GESD is an evolution of the Grubbs test. The Grubbs test detects one outlier at a time. The test 
consists in calculating the maximum of the absolute differences between the values and the mean. The result 
is divided by the standard deviation of the series. If the result is greater than the critical value, the 
corresponding value can be considered an outlier. The critical values are calculated as a function of parameters 
and are found in pre-built tables. An extract of the critical values is shown in table-1. 

Model 1 
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K-means is an unsupervised learning algorithms that 
solve the  clustering problem.  

A cluster refers to a collection of data points aggregated 
together because of certain similarities. 

You have to define a target number k, which refers to the 
number of centroids you need in the dataset.  

A centroid is the point representing the center of the 
cluster.  

The elbow method as a way to estimate the value k. 

 

A.D.C.W. – automation process 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering 

Model 2 

The second model chosen to search for outliers uses the k-means clustering algorithm.  K-Means is one of the 
most important and used algorithms when it comes to machine learning.  K-means is one of the simplest 
unsupervised learning algorithms that solve the clustering problem.  A cluster refers to a collection of data 
points aggregated together because of certain similarities. You have to define a target number k, which refers 
to the number of centroids you need in the dataset.  A centroid is the point representing the center of the 
cluster.  The elbow method as a way to estimate the value k. K means in this situation is used in this way. For 
example, to identify the white egg in the photograph shown, we can assume to read the jpg file and group the 
colors into 3 groups. 3 is my elbow. The expected values are white (cluster # 1), brown (cluster # 2), and gray 
(cluster # 3) of the container. The pixels of cluster # 1 identify the white egg. 
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This algorithm 
takes as input 

the time series 
of errors per 

minute and 
generates an 

output that 
detects about a 

third of the 
errors of the 

day 
concentrated in 
a few minutes.  

. 

A.D.C.W. – automation process 

Extract : smfmnprn=CXP5WB01, wbsvcenm_383=ANWSW226 ,day=2020-07-13 (stop_006 :  min=2020-07-13 07:50:45.054 , max=2020-07-13 23:33:09.978)  from  

epv110_1_trxacct 

Group data by minute  

Generate TIME_SERIES  

TIME_SERIES  : [ 3  1  2  2  3  2  4  ... 13 24 35 31 30 28 32 28 28 26 36 19 24 12  2  5  1  3  1  1  2  ... 1  5  5  2  5  2  2  1  1  1  1  1  

1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1] 

Search outliers in Timeseries with GESD Method (Generlized Extreme Studentized Deviate Test) : result  [32, 35, 36, 24, 26, 28, 30, 31] 

Display minute interval and  abcodec_114 : 

 

day month year hh mi  errors  exec       

13  7     2020 12 53  24      48    

                  54  35      70    

                  55  31      64    

                  56  30      62    

                  57  28      56    

                  58  32      66    

                  59  28      60    

               13 0   28      56    

                  1   26      52    

                  2   36      72    

                  4   24      48  

AEI0         322 

 

Detail: 

HSY8 ANWSW226 CXP5WB02 

  tran_001                stop_006 abcodec_114 

   AN@2    2020-07-13 12:53:06.270  AEI0       

   AN@2    2020-07-13 12:53:06.743  AEI0       

   AN@2    2020-07-13 12:53:06.794  AEI0       

   AN@2    2020-07-13 12:53:08.755  AEI0       

   AN@2    2020-07-13 12:53:11.182  AEI0  

   …       …           …            … 

MODEL 1 

Applying model 1 to the historical series of errors of 13 July, the result shows a range between 24 and 36, 
corresponding to a third of the errors of the day, concentrated in a few time intervals. 
More precisely, to remove the excesses and make the series more uniform, GESD proposes to remove the 
values 24, 26,28, 30, 31,32,35,36. These interval values are in the 13:00 AM range. The errors detected are 322 
AEI0 CICS anomalies. This data corresponds to an installation problem actually encountered in that interval, 
and which generated a disservice. 
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Extract : smfmnprn=CXP5WB01, wbsvcenm_383=ANWSW226 ,day=2020-07-13 (stop_006 :  min=2020-07-13 07:50:45.054 , max=2020-07-13 23:33:09.978)  from  

epv110_1_trxacct 

Group data by minute  

Generate TIME_SERIES  

TIME_SERIES  : [ 3  1  2  2  3  2  4  ... 13 24 35 31 30 28 32 28 28 26 36 19 24 12  2  5  1  3  1  1  2  ... 1  5  5  2  5  2  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  

1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1] 

Search outliers in Timeseries with  

Cluster k-means K=4 

            min  max  err     perc 

Cluster                          

1           24   36   11     1.40%  

3           7    19   18     2.29%  

2           2    6    104    13.21% 

0           0    1    654    83.10% 

  

Filtro per cluster(preditcion)= 1  tot. errors= 322 

                      sum  count  cluster  prediction 

day month year hh mi err   exec             

13  7     2020 12 53  24   48       

                  54  35   70       

                  55  31   64       

                  56  30   62       

                  57  28   56       

                  58  32   66       

                  59  28   60       

               13 0   28   56       

                  1   26   52       

                  2   36   72       

                  4   24   48  

AEI0         322 

 

Detail 

                  stop_006 abcodec_114 

   2020-07-13 12:53:06.270  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:06.743  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:06.794  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:08.755  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:11.182  AEI0  

   …          …             … 

 

Elbow Method 
for selection of 

optimal K 
clusters. The 
value of k at 

which 
improvement 

in distortion 
declines the 

most is called 
the elbow, at 

which we 
should stop 
dividing the 

data into 
further 

clusters.  

 

A.D.C.W. – automation process 

0

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

0 5 10

Elbow 

MODEL 2 

To apply the k-means cluster algorithm, you need to calculate the number of clusters to use for partitioning 
the datasets. One method is to perform k-mean grouping for an interval of k clusters (say 1 to 10) and for each 
value we are calculating the distortion as the sum of the squared distances from each point to the assigned 
center. When distortions are drawn and the graph looks like an arm, the "elbow" is the best value of k. 
In this case, k is assigned the value 4. So there will be 4 groups of data. 
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Extract : smfmnprn=CXP5WB01, wbsvcenm_383=ANWSW226 ,day=2020-07-13 (stop_006 :  min=2020-07-13 07:50:45.054 , max=2020-07-13 23:33:09.978)  from  

epv110_1_trxacct 

Group data by minute  

Generate TIME_SERIES  

TIME_SERIES  : [ 3  1  2  2  3  2  4  ... 13 24 35 31 30 28 32 28 28 26 36 19 24 12  2  5  1  3  1  1  2  ... 1  5  5  2  5  2  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  

1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1] 

Search outliers in Timeseries with  

Cluster k-means K=4 

            min  max  err     perc 

Cluster                          

1           24   36   11     1.40%  

3           7    19   18     2.29%  

2           2    6    104    13.21% 

0           0    1    654    83.10% 

  

Filtro per cluster(preditcion)= 1  tot. errors= 322 

                      sum  count  cluster  prediction 

day month year hh mi err   exec             

13  7     2020 12 53  24   48       

                  54  35   70       

                  55  31   64       

                  56  30   62       

                  57  28   56       

                  58  32   66       

                  59  28   60       

               13 0   28   56       

                  1   26   52       

                  2   36   72       

                  4   24   48  

AEI0         322 

 

Detail 

                  stop_006 abcodec_114 

   2020-07-13 12:53:06.270  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:06.743  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:06.794  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:08.755  AEI0       

   2020-07-13 12:53:11.182  AEI0  

   …          …             … 

 

Analyzing the 
time series per 

minute, Kmeans 
(k=4) returns the 
values  on table -

2 .  
Cluster#1 
considers 

intervals 
containing 

between 24 and 
36 errors to be 
homogeneous. 

 

 

A.D.C.W. – automation process 

Table-2 

13.7.2020 from 12:53 to 13:04  
ANWSW226-CXP5WB01  #322 ABEND CODE  AEIO 

response 

MODEL 2 

Table 2 aggregates the result of the cluster operation. In practice it shows that cluster # 1 identifies values 
between 24 and 36 as homogeneous, as well as the values from 0 to 1 represent the most numerous cluster # 
0. k-means then highlights 4 groups and Table 2 shows the data for the maximum decreasing values. For 
research in this context, the maximum values are the most relevant anomalous frequencies in the series per 
minute. So the most significant evidence is in cluster # 1. Cluster # 1 corresponds to the raw data in the 
interval 00:53 13:04. These runs contain abend AEI0 CICS termination. 
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The two models , in this case, produce the same result.  

When there are isolated ranges with numerous errors, the two 
methods return generally the same results. 

• GESD is more accurate for this type of analysis  when the error 
intervals increase in progression. 

• GESD handles the case where there are no outliers in a clear way.  

• Cluster k-means always looks for a solution even for k = 2 or k = 3 
and can show slightly anomalous intervals.  

 
We are experimenting and optimizing this method of analysis. 

 

Both models 
produce 

reliable results. 
Accuracy 

depends on the 
circumstances 

but they still 
highlight 

borderline 
situations.  

A.D.C.W. – Results 

The two models, in this specific case, produce the same result. In general, both models produce very similar, 
always reliable outputs. When there are isolated ranges with numerous errors, the two methods return 
generally the same results. GESD is more accurate for this type of analysis  when the error intervals increase in 
progression.GESD handles the case where there are no outliers in a clear way. Cluster k-means always looks 
for a solution even for k = 2 or k = 3 and can show slightly anomalous intervals. We are experimenting and 
optimizing this method of analysis.We are experimenting and optimizing this method of analysis. We are 
checking the results as of May 24, 2020. Anomaly detection for minute granularity- clarification is 
recommended  perform formal tests for normality, the prescence of one or more outliers may cause the tests 
to reject normality when it is in fact a reasonable assumption to search the outliers. 
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Why these results 

• k-means  : Machine learning  
unsupervised methods 

• GESD  : scientific statistical tests 
 

 

A.D.C.W. – Results 

This type of anomaly detection works well because generally these web services have a low number  of 
anomalies and only occasionally report a high concentration of errors. This behavior allows algorithms such as 
GESD or k-means to return valid information. There are other interesting methods to evaluate. In my opinion, 
the important distinction to be made is the type of method to be used. In this discussion we used for example 
k means which is an unsupervised algorithm. Unsupervised methods of anomaly detection do not depend on 
any data with manual labeling. These methods are based on the statistical assumption that most of the  data 
are normal and only a minor percentage would be anomalous data. 
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ML supervised 

A.D.C.W. Machine Learning 

data to be analyzed 

supervised file algorithm result 

So k-means is a machine learning algorithm but, from my point of view, a basic type of machine learning. In 
my view, machine learning is to be interpreted in the most literal sense: I use historical data to create the 
"experience" so that the programming logic can use the data on which to make choices. Basically, I build a 
database over time that allows me to log events, classify them and use them for decision making. All this 
translates into the creation of archives that I use in the supervised machine learning process. The major cost 
to proceed is the preparation of the archives. 
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Naive Bayes supervised learning 

TAB. 1 

A.D.C.W. Machine Learning 

Datetime 
interval/Errors # 

 
dt1 

 
dt2 

 
dt3 

 
… 

AExx 0 0 1 … 

ASxx 0 1 3 … 

… … … … … 

VALIDATION Y Y N … 

(ASRA=3,AEI0=30,VALIDATION=?) RESPONSE N (99%) 

(ASRA=0, AEI0=3,VALIDATION=?) RESPONSE  Y  (97%) 

(ASRA=4,AEI0=3,VALIDATION=?) RESPONSE N (68%) 

In the near future I will try to implement anomaly detection logic 
based on a classification algorithm such as Naive Bayes. The Naive 
Bayes classifier is used successfully, for example, in applications 
such as spam filtering. It uses Bayes' probability theorem for the 
prediction of unknown classes. I used this model to estimate the 
changes in CPU consumption due to decreasing users. In short, 
the rationale is based on the principle of evaluating whether the 
data can be comparable with the probability obtained from the 
supervised archive. Suppose we have built the supervised archive 
which for each time interval reports the number of errors divided 
by type and with the additional information if the interval is to be 
considered valid, ie not anomalous.  We are obviously building an 
example to clarify. In a file of this type different dimensions of 
interest can be added which increase the value of the 
information. We can query our software implementing naive 
bayes by setting ASRA = 3 AEI0 = 30 as input. The result is that 99 
percent of the range is invalid, meaning this combination is 
abnormal. To simplify, I consider anomalous ranges of at least 
80% N. I add these values to my supervised archive, so that the 
accuracy increases in the future. We have built a minimal 
supervised archive to clarify concepts, but from which we 
perceive the potential of learning from everyday information. 
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• Bernard Rosner is Professor of Medicine (Biostatistics) at Harvard Medical 
School and Professor of Biostatistics in the Harvard School of Public 
Health. He received a B.A. in Mathematics from Columbia University in 
1967, an M.S. in Statistics from Stanford University in 1968, and a Ph.D. in 
Statistics from Harvard University in 1971. 

• Thomas Bayes, (born 1702, London, England—died April 17, 1761), 
English Nonconformist theologian and mathematician who was the first 
to use probability inductively and who established a mathematical basis 
for probability inference, a means of calculating, from the frequency with 
which an event has occurred in prior trials, the probability that it will 
occur in future trials 

• Hugo Steinhaus Mathematics Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
(1956), Stuart Lloyd Bell Laboratories(1957) James MacQueen Department 
of Statistics of the University of California(1967),  Jancey Department of 
Botany, School of Biological Sciences, University of Sydney(1966) 

 

 

 

 

A.D.C.W. Machine Learning 

• GESD 1980 
• Bayes’ theorem 1700 
• K means 1960 

To better place these techniques in time, I have associated the 
author's name with each. These are recent techniques, used in 
the medical field for statistical evaluations of extreme importance 
and in statistics in general. Bayes hardly imagined a use of his 
theories in ml algorithms! 

https://www.britannica.com/place/London
https://www.britannica.com/science/probability-theory
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inference
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There are several ways to develop software to use these 
techniques 

Method such 
as GESD for the 

determination 
of anomalies 

can be 
developed with 

any 
programming 

language. 

A.D.C.W. – Machine Learning 

EPV zParser  
For hadoop 

There are several ways to develop software to use these techniques in practice. Languages such as Python or R are 
supported by libraries that have these algorithms. Over time, given the increasing amount of SMF data, we have adopted 
the z epv parser for hadoop so that we can store the different Gb of daily big data data. With these systems and libraries 
already available, building analysis models is much easier. It remains however that a scientific method such as GESD for 
the determination of anomalies can be developed without great difficulty with any programming language. Using it on 
everyday data you don't even need to have big data infrastructure. 
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<< On the Euphrates, the Jews invoke the distant homeland and it is still up to Zacharias to console his people 
with a prophecy that urges them to have faith>> Giuseppe Verdi - Nabucco  

A.D.C.W. Machine Learning 

When it comes to AI and ML, there are excessive expectations. 
These algorithms cannot make prophecies.  
The quality of the result depends on the quality of the supervised 
data and its continuous control and validation.  
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For clarification :  

 

 marco.pani@cedacri.it 

 

 

Thanks. 

 

 

 

A.D.C.W.  

mailto:marco.pani@cedacri.it

